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TECH TIP 02-1. 
COOLING FOR SERVER ROOMS 

 
In today’s IT world, finding economical cooling solutions for server rooms and small computer rooms is a 
challenge.  MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC offers solutions for these types of applications using reliable and cost 
effective systems that have been proven in service over the past thirty years in the Canadian market. 
 
By utilizing split type air conditioning systems, either ductless or ducted, with outdoor condensing units 
capable of operating year round in extreme Canadian climates, many users have succeeded in dealing with 
the problem of cooling small confined spaces that have high heat loads. 
 
However, while the solution to the problem of cooling very small spaces involves  selecting the correct 
equipment  for the sensible heat load, proper placement of the equipment in the room with attention to 
airflow patterns is critical to a good installation that allows the full sensible capacity of the air conditioner 
to be utilized and to get the air properly distributed in the room.  Experience has shown that solutions that 
utilize  “HOT ISLE/COLD ISLE” configurations are usually most successful. 
 
Typical installations encounter problems from time to time due to the location of the air conditioner with 
respect to the computers and the racks.  While it is common in smaller spaces to use a wall mounted 
ductless split fan coil, the same principles apply regardless of the configuration of the indoor unit.  
Periodically we find the computer racks mounted in front of the wall mount fan coil such that when the air 
discharges from the fan coil and moves across the room, the cool air stream falls (cold air falls) striking the 
face of the rack cabinet.  This cool air then short circuits back into the return air grille of the fan coil.  When 
this happens, the result is that the cool air does not reach the far side of the racks but rather it is drawn 
back into the fan coil resulting in the air conditioner reducing the amount of cooling it is delivering.  Finally,  
the room over heats and it appears the air conditioner is not delivering sufficient cooling. 
 
The correct solution is in selecting the equipment for the correct sensible heat load and in placing  the 
equipment to ensure that cool air will reach the hot spots while the hot air is returned to the air conditioner. 
The use of ceiling mount or ducted fan coils that allows for the Hot Isle/Cold Isle arrangement and usually 
provides the best results.  
 
 To select the correct size unit for an application and discuss placing the cooling unit, contact a Klass 
Mechanical Sales office. 
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